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the beautiful city is rockstar's debut as a
single developer, and though it was
developed by rockstar north, the game
didn't see the light of day until the company
was purchased by take-two interactive in
2013. unlike the other games in the series,
though, it centers around the character niko
bellic, a former member of the yugoslavian
special forces who was put through a series
of torturous events while being held as a
prisoner by the serbs. beautifully detailed,
the game mixes everything from first-person
shooter action with more open-ended
exploration, allowing the player to do
whatever they wish. with character models
that are among the best in the industry, the
new grand theft auto is highlighted by
beautiful and detailed environments. once
again, players are free to do just about
anything they want, including a wide range
of activities including crimes, murders,
robberies, heists, and more. grand theft auto
v is also the most ambitious entry in the
series to date, and it's only fitting that it
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takes place in the largest and most open
environment ever seen in the franchise.
rockstar, the developers, have built a new
three-dimensional game world that is almost
as large as san francisco bay, and the sheer
size is a first for a grand theft auto game,
and it's set on an almost infinitely replayable
island that players can spend their lives
exploring. grand theft auto v is an epic
adventure set in the near future. as the
game opens, los santos is suffering from
three years of crime, corruption and drug
trafficking, turning the sprawling metropolis
into a hellish nightmare. when three italian
siblings miraculously escape the chaos, they
embark on a road trip of a lifetime to the
sunny beachside resort of los santos, where
everything appears to be perfect, perfect
until the arriving of the grove street families.
immerse yourself in a huge and detailed
world, where you can commit the most
heinous crimes imaginable.
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gta: vice city is a free to play game with new
features added to the series. the player can

play the game with just a single in-game
currency, v-bucks. v-bucks can be earned
through a variety of actions and as well as

randomly being given as gift credits for
completing special activities or objectives.
players can make progress in the game by
spending or investing the v-bucks in their

own "shopping catalog" or "shopping mall."
the v-bucks and v-bucks are used to buy

various items such as weapons, motorcycles,
vehicles, apartments, and even special

clothing. in addition to all the usual
improvements to the gameplay, the very

basic presentation of gta: vice city has also
been upgraded to include better textures
and models as well as re-mastered rock

soundtrack composed by a very well-known
group - nine inch nails. more varied and

detailed environments are here to provide a
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better overall experience. lastly, the in-game
setting (day and night) is handled to provide
a more realistic experience. gta: vice city is

one of the new grand theft auto titles
available on pc with improved graphics as

well as new features. players are treated to
an abundance of free roaming and free

fighting in the streets. the experience so far
has been one of excellent graphics and

immaculate gameplay. this new pc release is
available for free download and you can

have this game anytime you want. so what
are you waiting for? download the gta: vice
city pc game file, and have fun. the classic

collection includes grand theft auto iii, grand
theft auto: vice city and grand theft auto:

san andreas, each of which includes
downloadable content designed by the

original development teams, along with new
protagonist content, numerous

achievements and trophies, and support for
multiple platform versions of the game,
including the playstation 3, xbox 360,
playstation 2, gamecube, playstation
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portable, and xbox. 5ec8ef588b
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